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In his classic work BECOMING YOUR OWN

Banker, Nelson Nash claims that the standard
approach to life insurance has things backwards.
)(-/',-5 "05 (5 ./!".5 .)5 !.5 ."#,5 sired death benefit for as little outlay as possible.
Yet Nash argues that people’s need for finance
1"#&5&#05#-5'),5/,!(.5."(5."#,5(5 ),55
benefit check when dead. In this context, then,
Nash concludes that a consumer should buy a
life insurance policy that maximizes premium
payments and minimizes5."5B#(#.#&C5."5(efit. In this article I’ll explain this seemingly
)/(.,#(./#.#05 **,)"65 /-5 #.5 /(,&#-5
-"]-5 (ŀ(#.5(%#(!5)(*.5B C8

The Conventional Approach
to Life Insurance
3*#&&365 (5 #(-/,(5 !(.5 1#&&5 -#45 /*5 5

*).(.#&5 &#(.5 B&.]-5 --/'5 "]-5 5 '(C5 (5
-.#'.5"#-5^"/'(5&# 50&/_A")15'/"5"5
#-51),."5&#065,.",5."(585 (5."#-5,-*.65
."5&#(.5#-5**,#-5 ,)'5."5*)#(.5) 50#15) 5
"#-5-/,0#0),-:5"#-5#()'7!(,.#(!5*#.35#-5
)0#)/-&35,&0(.65/.5-)5.))5#-5."5-(.#'(.&50&/5"5*,)0#-5#(5"#-5,)&5-5"/-(5(5
.",5B-/**)-#(!5"5#-5',,#51#."5"#&,(C85
Once the agent has come up with a ballpark es.#'.5 ) 5 ."5 &#(.]-5 "/'(5 &# 5 0&/65 ."#-5 #-5
the amount of death benefit for which the man
should be underwritten, if he wants to be “fully
#(-/,8_5  .,5 &&65 ')-.5 *)*&5 1)/&(].5 .%5
)/.5',&355qgff6fff5ŀ,5#(-/,(5*)&#35)(55
")/-5.".51)/&5)-.5qiff6fff5.)5,*&:5."35
would want to fully insure their home. By the
-'5 .)%(65 # 5 #.5 1)/&5 .%5 qnff6fff5 .)5 ^,*&_5."5)()'#5-/**),.5."5'(5)Ŀ,-5"#-5
family, then the life insurance agent will insist
the man get a policy with this amount of death
(ŀ.5)0,!8

Nash argues that people’s need for finance while alive is more
urgent than their need for a benefit check when dead.
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responsible individuals—especially if they are the breadwinners in a
marriage and extra especially if they have young children—should
obtain adequate death benefit coverage immediately.

Incidentally, to say that the death benefit “re*&-_5."5'(5)0#)/-&35)-(].5'(5#(55 /&&5
literal sense. Yet this is no different from the case
) 5ŀ,5#(-/,(95 53)/,5")/-5/,(-5)1(5(5
you lose family photos and other items of senti'(.&50&/65."5"%5 ,)'5."5ŀ,5#(-/,(5
company won’t fully indemnify you in this case,
either. Nonetheless, there is definitely a sense in
1"#"53)/5(5^ /&&35#(-/,_5."5^0&/_5) 53)/,5
home with a fire insurance policy of appropriate
size. By the same token, we can meaningfully
-*%5 ) 5 ^"/'(5 &# 5 0&/_5 1"#&5 ,)!(#4#(!5
.".5')(35(].5/350,3."#(!8
Once the client agrees on how much death
benefit he wants to purchase, the next step—
in the typical process—is to find the cheapest
135.)5).#(5-/"5)0,!85 (5).",51),-65."5

client wants to obtain the desired death benefit
with the smallest possible out-of-pocket contributions in the form of premium.
)5 ,5-5#.5!)-65.",5#-5()."#(!51,)(!51#."5
."5 )065 .3*#&5 **,)"5 .)5 &# 5 #(-/,(85
/'(5 &# 5 0&/5 is an incredibly important
)(*.65(5,-*)(-#&5#(#0#/&-A-*#&&35
if they are the breadwinners in a marriage and
extra5 -*#&&35 # 5 ."35 "05 3)/(!5 "#&,(A
-")/&5 ).#(5 +/.5 ."5 (ŀ.5 )0,!5
immediately, to the extent that others are relying
/*)(5."#,5,(#(!5*#.385/,.",'),65given
that you are going to lock in a certain amount of
."5(ŀ.5)0,!653)/5)0#)/-&351#&&51(.5
.)5 )5 -)5 )(5 !))5 .,'-65 1#.")/.5 ^)0,*3#(!_5
for it.

Nelson Nash Flips
the Conventional
Wisdom
Yet ironically, Nelson Nash’s
5 ł#*-5 ."5 )05 *,#),#.#-85
IBC is implemented through life
#(-/,(A-*#ŀ&&365 #0#(7
paying whole life insurance. Yet it
focuses on the so-called living benefits of whole life, rather than the
death benefit. Nash focuses on the
^(%#(!_5+/&#.#-5) 551")&5&# 5
insurance policy; these are what
allow you to “become your own
(%,8_
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).5 &&5 #(-/,(5 *)&##-5 ,5 ,.5 +/&85
0(5# 515)(-#,5$/-.551")&5&# 5#(-/,(5
*)&#365(50(5# 515-.5."5)/.7) 7*)%.5-"5
ł)1-5.55!#0(5-"/&5B1#."5-*#ŀ5)&&,5
)(.,#/.#)(-5 #(5 0,#)/-5 3,-65 .",)/!")/.5 ."5
&# 5) 5."5*)&#3C65.",5,5-.#&&5#Ŀ,(.513-5) 5
structuring the whole life policy. Depending on
how the policy is designed, the policy can either
start with a high death benefit and low
-"5 0&/65 1"#"5 ."(5 !,)1-5 -&)1&385
Or, on the other end of the spectrum,
the policy can start with a low death
(ŀ.5 (5 5 "#!"5 -"5 0&/65 1"#"5
!,)1-5+/#%&35)0,5.#'85)5,*.653)/5
(5"#05."-5#Ŀ,(.5)/.)'-A
or anything in between—with the
same )/.7) 7*)%.5-"ł)15 ,)'5."5
)1(,5#(.)5."5*)&#35)0,5."53,-8
If a client wants an insurance policy
.".5 .%-5 /&&5 0(.!5 ) 5 ."5 ^&#0#(!5(ŀ.-6_5."(5."5*)&#35-")/&55
designed in such a way that the cash
0&/5!,)1."5#-5'2#'#485Ļ5(-sary downside of this construction is
that the death benefit won’t be as high
-5#.5).",1#-51)/&5"05(651#."55
*)&#35,+/#,#(!5."5-'5-"ł)15/.5
($)3#(!5&)1,5-"50&/5!,)1."8
Ļ5 ,-)(5 -/"5 ^&-)(5 -"5 *)&##-_5 ),5
^ 5 *)&##-_5 0),5 -"5 !,)1."A.5 ."5 2*(-5) 5B#(#.#&C5."5(ŀ.A#-5.".5."5-#45
of the policy loan the company will offer, is lim#.535."5-"50&/5) 5."5*)&#35.5.".5*)#(.85

#(5."51")&5,.#)(&5) 5 5#-5.)5^),,)15
,)'53)/,-& _5B35.%#(!5)/.5*)&#35&)(-5.#5
.)5."51")&5&# 5*)&#3C65,.",5."(5),,)1#(!5
from outside lenders, the constraint on imple'(.#(!5 5#-5&13-5."5.).&50#&&5-"5
0&/5#(5."51")&5&# 5*)&#35B),5*)&##-C5.".5
."5#(#0#/&5)1(-8

Death Benefit Still
Important, and Useful in IBC
5 -")/&5 -.,--5 $/-.5 .)5 0)#5 (35 )( /-#)(95
)')(5 1")5 #'*&'(.-5 5 '/-.5 ().5
jeopardize the death benefit necessary to pro0#5)(0(.#)(&5*,)..#)(5 ),5"#-5),5",5pendents. In other words, just because a “Nel-)(5 -"5 *)&#3_5 '#(#'#4-5 ."5 ."5 (ŀ.65

The constraint on implementing IBC is always the total available
cash value in the whole life policy (or policies) that the
individual owns.
Cash Value vs. Death Benefit in Life Insurance
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Someone who implements IBC must not jeopardize the death
benefit necessary to provide conventional protection for his or
her dependents.

)-(].5'(5.".5."5."5(ŀ.5#-5#,,&0(.8

The PUA Rider

In particular, many younger people who start
out with a modest IBC-structured policy will
also5,,35B-3C55hf75),5if73,5.,'5&# 5#(-/,ance policy. This is because if the person happens
to die only a few years into the IBC process, he
),5-"5'35().5"05/'/&.5()/!"5."5
(ŀ.5.)5,*&5."5"/'(5&# 50&/8

The specific mechanism by which a policy can
.#&.5.)1,5-"50&/5/'/&.#)(50-85B#(#.#&C5
."5(ŀ.5#-5."5#5*5#.#)(-5BC5
,#,85Ļ55,#,5#-5**(5.)55-5*)&#cy, allowing the owner to make separate contri/.#)(-5)05(53)(5."5)(.,./&5*,mium necessary to keep the base policy in force.

)10,65-)')(51")5#'*&'(.-5 5!!,--#0&35 1#&&5 0(./&&35 ŀ(5 .".5 ."5 ."5
(ŀ.5)'-5+/#.5-#!(#ŀ(.65,*&#(!5."5
term policy when it expires. The well-funded
1")&5&# 5*)&#35(5."(5*,)0#52&&(.5ł2ibility for retirement (or what Nash prefers to
&&5^*--#05 #()'_C5 (5 #.5 )*(-5 /*5 )*.#)(-5
for estate planning because the death benefit
"%B-C5 *--5 #()'5 .27 ,5 .)5 ."5 ('5
beneficiaries.

"(5."5)1(,5'%-555)(.,#/.#)(65
technically what’s happening is that he buys a
^'#(#_5 *)&#35 .".5 #-5 /&&35^*#5 /*_5 B"(5 ."5
('C85"(55&# 5#(-/,(5*)&#35#-5^*#5/*6_5
#.5'(-5.".5."5)1(,5)-(].5"05.)5*/.5#(5
any more money; the life insurance company is
now on the hook to send the death benefit check
when the insured dies (or when he reaches the
!5) 5'./,#.365-/"5-5ghg53,-C8
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A Simple Numerical Example
)5 /(,-.(5 ")15 5 5 "(!-5 ."#(!-65
let’s first walk through the logic of a base policy without555,#,85/**)-55hk73,7)&5
woman has taken out a whole life insurance pol#351#."55*,'#/'5) 5qk6fff5*,53,65(5 ),5
1"#"5."5)(.,.5,+/#,-5*,'#/'5*3'(.-5
throughout the entire life of the policy. In the
,&35 3,-65 ."5 -"5 0&/5 --)#.5 1#."5 ."5
*)&#351#&&5,#-53,5 .,53,5B1#."5."5qk6fff5
*3'(.-5) 5."5-5*,'#/'C65/.5."5#(,-5
1#&&55-&/!!#-"85)10,65# 5."51)'(5#-5#(5cent health, she will get a nice death benefit corresponding to this outlay of annual premiums.

many years; remember, she’s in good health and
#-5 )*(#(!5 ."5 *)&#35 .5 !5 hk85 )(.,./&&365
the young woman is on the hook for plugging in
qk6fff5"53,5-"5-.#%-5,)/(85./,#&&35
speaking, the insurance company expects that
35."5.#'5#.51#&&5"05.)5-(55."5(ŀ.5
"%5 .)5 ",5 (ŀ#,365 #.5 1#&&5 "05 ,#05
many5*3'(.-5) 5qk6fff5 ,)'5",651"#"51#&&5
&&5"05(5,)&&#(!5)0,5,(#(!5,./,(-5 ,)'5
."#,5,-*.#05')'(.-5) 5,#*.85Ļ#-5#-51"35
the insurance company is willing to agree to offer a sizable death benefit (from the moment
."5)(.,.5-.,.-C5#(52"(!5 ),5",5*,)'#-5
.)5-(5((/&5qk6fff5*3'(.-5-5&)(!5-5-"5
-.3-5&#08
)15&.]-5."#(%5)/.5."5-"50&/85#,-.5) 5
all, how is it calculated? The textbook formula
-3-5.".5."5-"50&/5#-5."5./,#&&352*.65*,-(.5#-)/(.50&/5) 5."5 /./,5."5
(ŀ.5 .)5 5 *#65 '#(/-5 ."5 ł)15 ) 5 ,'#(ing premium payments. In plainer language,
."5-"50&/5#-5."5^-*).5&/'*5-/'50&/5,#!".5
()1_5) 5."5#!5."5(ŀ.5*3'(.5.".51#&&5
come at an uncertain time, minus the “spot lump
-/'5 0&/5 ,#!".5 ()1_5 ) 5 ."5 -'&&,5 *,'#/'5
payments that will last for an uncertain length
of time.

The reason for this pattern—an initially high
."5 (ŀ.5 /.5 -&/!!#-"5 !,)1."5 ) 5 -"5 0&ue—is that the woman probably won’t die for

-5 .#'5 *---5 (5 ."5 1)'(5 #." /&&35
'%-5 ",5 *,'#/'5 *3'(.-65 ."5 -"5 0&/5
grows. This makes sense, according to the for'/&515$/-.5-,#95#."5"5*--#(!53,65
."5 B/(,.#(C5 *3'(.5 ) 5 ."5 ."5 (ŀ.5
!.-5&)-,65(5-)5#.-5*,-(.50&/5increases. In
#.#)(65."5B/(,.#(C5(/',5) 5,'#(#(!5

When the owner makes a PUA contribution, technically what’s
happening is that he buys a “mini” policy that is fully “paid up”
(hence the name).
Cash Value vs. Death Benefit in Life Insurance
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premium payments to the company goes down
by one, and the entire schedule of payments is
shifted closer by one year, thus decreasing their
*,-(.50&/85Ļ5ŀ,-.5(/',5!.-5#!!,651"#&5
."5-)(5(/',5!.-5-'&&,85Ļ5-"50&/5
is the first number minus the second number,
-)5)0#)/-&35"5 *--#(!5 3,5 '%-5 ."5 -"5
0&/5!)5/*8
)15",]-5."5-/.&5/.5,/#&5*)#(.95,&35
)(651"(5."51)'(5#-5-.#&&5#(5",5&.5hf-5-365
."-5.1)5Ŀ.-52#-.5/.5."3],5().50,35*).(.85)5-5."5,)&5*&3535."565.")/!"65
we just need to focus on why the second effect
(concerning the stream of remaining premium
*3'(.-C5#-5().5*).(.65,&35)(85 ]'5!)#(!5.)5
simplify things a bit to make the math easier,
but it will get the point across well enough, to
simply assume that the woman will die for sure
.5!5nf85Ļ.5'(-5.".51"(5-"5ŀ,-.5)*(5

."5 *)&#35 .5 !5 hk65 ."5 )'*(35 2*.5 #.5
1)/&5!.5kk5((/&5#(-.&&'(.-5) 5."5qk6fff5
premium.
But now the woman gets through the first
3,:5-"5*3-5",5ŀ,-.5*,'#/'5(5&#0-5.)5-5
!5 hl85 ".5 "**(-5 .)5 ."5 *,-(.5 0&/5 ) 5
the expected string of remaining premium pay'(.->5 (-.5) 5"0#(!5kk5&))'#(!5*3'(.-65
."5 )'*(35 ()15 2*.-5 #.5 1#&&5 ,#05 )(&35
kj85Ļ5#Ŀ,(5#(5."5present value of those
-.,'-5 ")10,5 #-5 much lower5 ."(5 qk6fff65
/-5 1".]-5^ &&#(!5 )/._5 #-5 ."5 0,37#-.(.5
qk6fff5*3'(.5.".51-5kk53,-5#(5."5 /./,5
B(51"#"5#-5()15)(&35kj53,-513C8
),5 .")-5 1")5 ,5 )' ),.&5 1#."5 &/&.#)(-65."5.1)5#Ŀ,(.50&/.#)(-5,5*, ),'5
the following way, where r is the interest rate
/-5.)5./,(5 /./,5)&&,-5#(.)5*,-(.5)&&,-9

Table 1. Why Cash Value Grows Slowly, Early On
"(5)'(5 -V5 5
5
5
5
5

,-(.5&/5) 5'#(#(!5,'#/'53'(.-5 5--/'5."
/,-5.5!5nf

!5hk5

5

5

qk6fffIBgrC55qk6fffIBgrCh55V55qk6fffIBgrCkj55qk6fffIBgrCkk

!5hl5

5

5

qk6fffIBgrC55qk6fffIBgrCh55V55qk6fffIBgrCkj
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).#5#(5&5g5.".5."5.1)5-.,'-5) 5,maining premium payments are identical, except5 ),5 ."5 &-.5 .,'5 #(5 ."5 .)*5 ,)195 qk6fffI
BgrCkk. Bear with me; we’ll soon see why this
ends up being important to understanding the
8
)5,*.65,&35#(5."5-51")&5&# 5*)&#365
."5*--!5) 53,-5)-(].5'%5."5-"50&/5$/'*50,35'/"650(5.")/!"5."51)'(5#-5
*3#(!5."5)(.,./&5-5*,'#/'5) 5qk6fff85
Ļ5)(.,#/.#)(5.)5."5-"50&/5)'#(!5 ,)'5
the reduction5#(5."5-*).50&/5) 5."5,'#(#(!5 *,'#/'5 *3'(.-5 #-5 0,35 1%65 ,&35 )(65
/-5."5.,'-5.".5,5^,)**#(!5)/._5) 5."5
),'/&5,5"0#&35#-)/(.85#."5)/,5-*cific example, if the interest rate r5#-5k5*,(.65
."(5."5-*).50&/5) 5."5,'#(#(!5*,'#/'5
*3'(.-5)(&35,)*-535qk6fffIBg8fkCkk5ʔ5qijh8

)5 5 &,65 ."#-5 qijh5 #-5 ().5 ."5 )(&35 ."#(!5
)(.,#/.#(!5.)5(5#(,-5#(5."5-"50&/:515
&-)5"05.)5)/(.5 ),5."5 .5.".5."5."5
benefit is one year closer. (Note also that we are
.).&&35 #!(),#(!5 ."5 )0,"5 )-.-A#(&/#(!5
agent commission—that in the real world will
Ŀ.5 ."5 -"5 0&/5 (5 )1(,5 #-5 *,)'#-5 #(5
the actual contract. Here we’re keeping things
as simple as possible by just looking at a few
.2.))%5#--/-8C5/.5#.5#-5."50&/.#)(-5) 5."5
remaining premium payments that matter so
'/"5 ),5."55,#,651"#"5#-51"351],5 )cusing just on this one component of the cash
0&/5 ),'/&8
)15 .".5 1]05 -(5 1".5 "**(-5 ,&35 #(5
the policy, let’s zoom to the end, right before
."51)'(5#-52*.5.)5#9

Table 2. Why Cash Value Grows Faster, Later In the Policy
"(5)'(5 -V5 5
5
5
5
5

,-(.5&/5) 5'#(#(!5,'#/'53'(.-5 5--/'5."5
/,-5.5!5nf

!5mn5

5

5

qk6fffIBgrC55qk6fffIBgrCh

!5mo5

5

5

qk6fffIBgrC

rather than her $5,000 payments
each year being part of a long
string of contractually necessary
premium payments, suppose
instead each payment buys a selfcontained, fully funded, “mini”
policy.

Cash Value vs. Death Benefit in Life Insurance
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What we have just described in loose, intuitive terms is how the
PUA rider can supplement a traditional, base whole life policy in
order to make it more suitable for IBC.

.5 ."#-5 *)#(.65 .",5 ,5 ,5 1,5 *,'#/'5
payments left (in an actuarially expected sense,
which for simplicity we are here representing by
."5--/'*.#)(5.".5-"5#-5.5!5nf5 ),5-/,C85
"(5 ."5 1)'(5 #-5 mn65 (5 ."(5 '%-5 ().",5*,'#/'5*3'(.5.)5,,35",5.)5!5mo65
."5.,'5.".5^,)*-5)/._5#-5()15)(&35#-)/(.5
35.1)53,-65().5kk53,-5-51-5."5-51"(5
-"5ŀ,-.5)*(5."5*)&#35.5!5hk8
#."5."5-'5#(.,-.5,.5) 5k5*,(.65."5
"(!5#(5."5.1)5-.,'-5#(5&5h5#-5qk6fffI
Bg8fkCh5ʔ5qj6kik651"#"5#-5)/.5."#,.(5.#'-5
!,.,5."(5)/,,5#(5&5g85".5."#-5#&&/-.,.-5#-5.".5-5."51)'(5!)-5 ,)'5!5mn5
.)5!5mo65."5#(,-5#(5."5-"50&/5due to
the fact that one of the premium payments has
“dropped out”5 #-5 qj6kik65 1",-5 1"(5 -"5
1(.5 ,)'5!5hk5.)5!5hl65."5^,)**#(!5)/._5
of that last premium payment only made her
-"50&/5!)5/*535qijh8

Back to the PUA Rider
5')(-.,.5#(5."5*,0#)/-5-.#)(5.".5
# 551)'(5!5hk51,51#&&#(!5.)5)''#.5.)55
lifetime5-.,'5) 5qk6fff5((/&5*,'#/'5*3ments, then she would get a large death benefit,
/.5."5-"50&/51)/&5,#-50,35-&)1&35,&35
on in the policy, and would only pick up steam
years later.
In contrast, suppose instead she makes “one)Ŀ _5,,(!'(.-5"53,51#."5."5#(-/,(5
Cash Value vs. Death Benefit in Life Insurance

)'*(365 1",5 -"5 !#0-5 ."'5 qk6fff5 ),5 5
fully paid-up policy. In other words, rather than
",5qk6fff5*3'(.-5"53,5#(!5*,.5) 55
long string of contractually necessary premium
payments, suppose instead each payment buys a
-& 7)(.#(65 /&&35 /(65^'#(#_5*)&#38
There are two main implications of this new
**,)"85 #,-.65 ."5 ."5 (ŀ.5 --)#.5
1#."5"5^'#(#_5*)&#351#&&55'/"5&)1,5."(5
what the insurance company promised for the
base policy. This is because with the fully funded
mini policies, the woman is not on the hook to
give any more money. (That’s why the mini poli#-5,5^*#5/*8_C5Ļ5#(-/,(5)'*(35"-5
."5qk6fff65(52*.-5#.5(5*/.5.".5')(35.)5
work in its portfolio until the woman dies at age
nf65/.5.".]-5all the incoming funds it will get
for this specific (mini) policy. Therefore, it is ob0#)/-5.".5."5."5(ŀ.5--)#.51#."5."#-5
particular policy, will be much much lower than
what was promised for a base whole life policy
1#."55qk6fff5*,'#/'5/.51",5."5)(.,.5
calls for a lifetime of premium payments.
(5."5).",5"(65."5-"50&/5) 5."5'#(#5
*)&#351#&&5-")).5/*50,35+/#%&351#."5.".5ŀ,-.5
premium payment, because it is the first and the
last5 *,'#/'5 *3'(.85 '',5 ."5 .%7
135 '--!5 ,)'5 ."5 *,0#)/-5 -.#)(65 1#."5
)/,5&-5g5(5h95Ļ5*--!5) 553,5B(5
."5*3'(.5) 55*,'#/'C5)(.,#/.5'),5.)5
."5#(,-5#(5-"50&/65-5."5&-.5remaining
premium payment got closer and closer.
But since the mini policies are fully paid up
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after one premium payment, right out of the
starting gate the woman only has one remaining payment to make. It’s as if she’s already age
mn65 ,.",5 ."(5 !5 hk65 #(5 .,'-5 ) 5 )/,5&-5
)085 ,5 qk6fff5 *3'(.5 .)1,5 ."5 '#(#5
*)&#35/--55&,!5#(,-5#(5."5-"50&/5
B1"#"5-.,.-5.5qf5 ),5-"]-5*/.5#(5(35')(3C651"#"5#-5'/"5&,!,5."(51".5"**(-5# 5
she takes out a standard whole life policy with a
&# .#'5-5*,'#/'5) 5qk6fff8
".5 15 "05 $/-.5 -,#5 #(5 &))-65 #(./#.#05.,'-5#-5")15."55,#,5(5-/**&'(.5
a traditional, base whole life policy in order to
'%5#.5'),5-/#.&5 ),5 85),55-#,5total out-of-pocket contribution into the policy,
a greater or smaller share can be earmarked for
the contractual base premium, with the remain,5 (.,#(!5 #(5 ."5 ),'5 ) 5 5 5 )(.,#/.#)(85 Ļ5 '),5 "0#&35 ."5 *)&#35 .#&.-5 .)1,5
."565."5&)1,5."5#(#.#&5."5(ŀ.5/.5
."5#!!,5."5$/'*5#(5-"50&/53,5 .,53,85
(5."5).",5"(65."5'),5"0#&35."5*)&#35
tilts toward base premium, then the higher the
initial death benefit but the smaller the jump in
-"50&/53,5 .,53,8
Cash Value vs. Death Benefit in Life Insurance

Conclusion
"(0,5 51,#.5,.#&-5-,##(!5."5'chanics of whole life insurance policies, I am
forced to choose between simplicity and realism.
There are many factors I left out of the analysis
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policy into one that is specially configured as an
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tailored to the specific circumstances of their
households or businesses. This is precisely why
my colleagues and I set up the IBC Practitio(,]-5 ,)!,'85 Ļ5 !,/.-5 ,5 &#-.5 ",95
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encourage any reader interested in IBC to find
someone on this list to discuss matters further.

